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Language Documentation – past 



Language documentation 1

• Term widely used in late 19th and early 20th century to refer 
to the study of indigenous languages in the Boasian
tradition, characterised by:

• brief summer fieldwork

• collection of texts, vocabulary and grammatical forms

• part of broad anthropological enterprise to ‘save’ disappearing 
cultures

• training and engagement of informants as data producers and co-
authors

• use of latest technology



• goal: production of ‘Boasian trilogy’: text collection, 
grammar, dictionary

• (much material ends up in archives but not as a goal)



Language documentation 2

• “concerned with the methods, tools, and theoretical 
underpinnings for compiling a representative and lasting
multipurpose record of a natural language or one of its 
varieties” (Himmelmann 1998)

• Features:
• Focus on primary data

• Accountability

• Long-term storage and preservation of primary data

• Interdisciplinary teams

• Cooperation with and direct involvement of the speech community

• Outcome is annotated and translated corpus of archived 
representative materials on a language, cf. DoBeS, ELAR

• Woodbury (2003, 2011) ‘transparent records of a language’



Drivers

◼ developed since 1995 in response to the urgent need 
perceived by researchers to make an enduring record of 
the world’s many endangered languages and to support 
speakers of these languages in their desire to maintain 
them, fuelled also by developments in information, media 
and communication technologies 

◼ concerned with roles of language speakers and 
communities and their rights and needs



Evidence

Student interest
◼ 180 students graduated from SOAS MA in Language Documentation and Description

2004-16 – currently 20 are enrolled

◼ 15 graduates in PhD in Field Linguistics – 20 currently enrolled

◼ other documentation programmes, eg. UTAustin have similar experience

◼ Summer schools (3L, InField/Colang), training courses

Publications
◼ Gippert et al 2006 Essentials of Language Documentation. Mouton

◼ Cambridge Handbook of Endangered Languages 2011

◼ Routledge Essential Readings 2011

◼ Oxford Bibliography Online 2012

◼ Language Documentation and Description – 13 issues (paper and online)

◼ Language Documentation and Conservation – 6 issues (online only)



Big money – DoBeS projects



Even bigger money – ELDP projects



Big archives – ELAR at SOAS



Big archives – DoBeS at MPI Nijmegen



Components of documentation

• Planning – language, funding, fieldwork, equipment

• Recording – of media and text (including metadata) in 
context

• Transfer – to data management environment

• Adding value – transcription, translation, annotation, 
notation and linking of metadata

• Archiving – creating archival objects, assigning access 
and usage rights

• Mobilisation – creation, publication and distribution of 
outputs



A 2010 example – Stuart McGill

• 4 year PhD project at SOAS, plus 2 year post-doc

• documentation of Cicipu (Niger-Congo, north-west 

Nigeria) in collaboration with native speaker 

researchers

• outcomes:
❖ a corpus of texts (video, ELAN, Toolbox)

❖ 2,000 item lexicon

❖ archive (956 files, 50Gbytes)

❖ overview grammar (134 pages)

❖ analysis of agreement (158 pages)

❖ website, cassette tapes, books, orthography 

proposal and workshop



McGill Cicipu corpus



Cicipu annotations



Cicipu archival deposit
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As a consequence

◼ Documentation 2 needs an epistemology for media capture – audio 

and video recording (see Nathan)

◼ Need to pay attention for good practices in recording – eg. 

microphone choice and spatiality in audio, framing-lighting-editing for 

video (“recording arts”)

◼ Some concern for socio-cultural context (“ethnography of speaking”)

◼ Concern for data structuring and data management – eg. ‘portability’, 

relational modeling, XML

◼ Concern for ‘standards’ and cross-project comparability, especially 

typology and data mining

◼ Concern for ethics of research – documentation collects language 

use in “intimate” personal contexts, impacts on potential users and 

uses of documented speech events

◼ Changing models of research and relationships with people



1. “Research ON a language”

◼ Usual in first half of 20th century

❑ “Salvage linguistics”

◼ Who is language documentation for?

◼ Still continues: ‘lone wolf’ linguist encouraged by 

some funding models

◼ “Community members report sometimes feeling 

that the linguist comes in, reifies the language, 

turns it into a commodity, and then takes it away.” 

(Bowern 2011: 468) 



2. “Research FOR the community”

◼ Developed in 1960s

❑ period of civil rights movements in  USA

◼ Fieldworkers ‘give something back to the community’

❑ e.g. educational materials,

❑ advocacy: Labov 1982

◼ Endangered language speakers are not just sources 

of data

❑ often economic and social problems contribute to 

language shift

◼ Not all linguists have other needed skills (e.g. social 

work, medical expertise)



3. “Research WITH the community”

◼ Developed in 1980s
❑ “Action Research”

❑ “Negotiated fieldwork”

◼ Equal say and partnership to speakers of the 

language

◼ Full participation, from planning to outputs

◼ Now dominant model 

❑ at least in rhetoric!

◼ May be difficult to find funding for



4. “Research BY a community”

◼ The project is community-driven

◼ May include maintenance/revitalisation measures, 

creating language teaching programmes, etc. 

❑ e.g. Dieri Aboriginal Corporation

◼ Multidisciplinary approach

◼ Role of external linguist:

❑ Training,  teaching, mentoring native speakers …



What do communities want?
◼ Language might not be their major concern

◼ Or it may be part of a larger set of interrelated concerns. 

e.g. economic development or health or environmental 

issues 

◼ If concerned about language vitality, communities may be 

keener on revitalisation than description

◼ Growing interest in many indigenous communities in 

traditional knowledge and indigenous paradigms of 

teaching, learning, and research:
❑ may clash with Western scientific models which seek to quantify 

measurable entities and results

❑ but don’t make essentialist assumptions (e.g. Grenoble & 

Whitecloud 2014)



Issues in language documentation 2ssues 

in language documentation
◼ Objectification and commodification of languages

❑ ‘Community members report sometimes feeling that the 
linguist comes in, reifies the language, turns it into a 
commodity, and then takes it away.’ (Bowern 2011: 468) 

❑ ‘Technical parameters such as bit rates and file formats are 
now often foregrounded to the point that they eclipse 
discussions of documentation methods’ (Dobrin, Austin & 
Nathan 2009: 42)

◼ Arguably, we should document language ecologies, 

not just individual languages

❑ Multilingual repertoires, mixed codes, translanguaging, 

contact effects  (Mühlhäusler 2003, Grenoble 2011)



◼ lack of audio skills: little or no knowledge about recording arts 

and microphone types, properties and placement (microphone 

choice and handling is the single greatest determiner of 

recording quality)

◼ video madness: video recordings made without reference to 

hypotheses, goals, or methodology, simply because the 

technology is available, portable and relatively inexpensive

◼ corpus taming: little ability at corpus and metadata 

management, file naming and bundle organisation – ELAR 

spent huge amounts of time and energy simply cleaning up 

deposits before they could be archived.



ILG blindness

many documenters believed that 

interlinear glossing is the ‘gold 

standard’ of annotation but it is 

very time-consuming and 

illegible to non-linguists –

overview annotations may be 

a preferable as a primary goal: 

‘roadmap’ or index of a 

recording – approximately time-

aligned information about what 

is in the recording, who is 

participating, and other 

interesting phenomena



Holton 2014

Item 408: Oral Literature Collection, Tape 343, Side B. Robert Zuboff (Kak’weidí clan, 

Kaakáakw Hít) and Susie James (Chookaneidi clan, T’akdeintaan yádi), July 27, 1972; 

interviewed by Nora Marks Dauenhauer, migrated from reel to CD. Length 60:14. Content 

by DK: story of how the Sea Otter came to be is told, 0-4:15; raven sounds are given by 

Zuboff, and their meaning/use, 4:16-11:10; Zuboff tells a story about a man who became an 

invisible man (tlékanáa) (13:24); 11:11-13:24; story of a man named Naawan that bit the 

tongue off of a raven, 13:25-16:09; general conversation and questions about Tlingit 

phrases, 16:10-19:57; story of a man named Gáneix, 19:58-21:40; discussion about 

language and storytelling, mention of the Salmon Boy story, 21:41-24:12; Zuboff tells the 

story about the Woman that Raised the Wood Worm, attributes the story’s people, 24:13-

27:34; Susie and Nora talk, Susie speaks about the Man Who Commanded the Tides 

(Yookis´kookeik) and his sister and raven.  She then tells the story of bringing in the house 

that was way out on the ocean and how raven got the octopus tentacle to bring in the 

house.  She then talks about the type of resources that were in the house but not in detail.  

She mentions the whale, cod etc. She then goes back to the man who commanded the tide 

and rescues his mother by placing her in the skin of a black duck, 27:35 to the end of the 

recording. Notes on file.



Language Documentation – present 



Language documentation – present 

language documentation
• ‘multipurpose record’

• interfaces and accessibility

• output gaps

• documentation and revitalisation



Despite the rhetoric

• lone wolf linguists primarily 

focussed on language

• little real interdisciplinary interest

• the linguist decides what to 

deliver to academia and 

communities and produces 

familiar and traditional outcomes 

(dictionaries, orthographies, story 

collections, etc.)



The documentation model 1995-2010

Noah’s arc(hive) – saving the morphemes 2-by-2



‘multipurpose record’ in language 

documentation
◼ Ideals are often not lived up to

❑ lack of collaboration

❑ corpora are not always representative, and may 

be heavily biased towards easy-to-hand ‘stimuli’ 

(Pear Story, Frog Story) – see following slides for 

ELAR

❑ outputs are not always accessible – especially to 

communities – interfaces are problematic, even 

for ‘apps’ or websites that claim to be ‘user 

friendly’



Unrepresentative corporain language 

documentation



in language documentation



Corpus accessibility – I found it, what now?

documentation



Corpus accessibility – I can’t even find it 

mentation



Shifting the sociology of the academy?

◼ The development of language documentation from 1995 looked like a 

possible avenue to legitimise data collection and analysis and shift 

the sociological power balance between ‘theoretical linguists’ and 

‘fieldworkers’ (or ‘butterfly collectors’) as it developed its own 

theoretical and analytical machinery

◼ This is the context that led in 2010 to the LSA Resolution 

Recognizing the Scholarly Merit of Language Documentation: 

❑ “the products of language documentation and work supporting linguistic vitality are 

of significant importance to the preservation of linguistic diversity, are fundamental 

and permanent contributions to the foundation of linguistics, and are intellectual 

achievements which require sophisticated analytical skills, deep theoretical 

knowledge, and broad linguistic expertise”



There is an output gap



The output gap

Outputs from language documentation projects have 

bifurcated into:

❑ Published grammars, (bilingual) dictionaries and 

(glossed) texts – ‘revival’ of familiar genres linguists 

have been comfortable with for 100+ years

❑ Archive deposits – hundreds or thousands of files, 

professionally curated by archivists, but often poorly 

organised or structured, with little if any 

contextualisation



What is missing?

◼ Meta-documentation – the documentation of 

documentation projects, goals, methods, IP contributions, 

outcomes

◼ New (unfamiliar) genres that link and contextualise 

analytical outputs and the archival corpus:

❑ ethnographies of documentation project designs

❑ accounts of data collection (cf. archaeology ‘field report’)

❑ finding-aids to corpus collections

❑ ‘exhibitions’ or ‘guided tours’ of archival deposits

◼ Evaluation measures that enable properly-based peer 

assessment of documentations, equivalent to the way 

traditional outputs are judged



Revitalisation and documentation – not 

a simple relationship

❑ ‘Revitalisation’ has been seen by some documentary 

linguists as a waste of time, or a simple technical add-on

= orthography, dictionaries, videos, primers, multimedia

❑ But documentary methods and outputs are not always 

useful for revitalisation

“Work on language documentation to this point has tended to focus 

on what sorts of records are required to facilitate the creation of 

grammars, dictionaries, and texts, rather than, for instance, 

considering what kinds of records are required to adequately 

document patterns of variation in a community or to provide 

sufficient context to inform community efforts at language 

standardization.” (Childs, Good & Mitchell  2014)



Documentation and revitalisation

◼ most language documentation outputs are unsuitable for revitalisation:

• inappropriate genres or topics

• primarily speech of older fluent speakers (reflects linguists’ ideology 

of “saving the language” or “getting the best language”) – may be 

difficult for learners to process

• no learner-directed speech (cf. Slow Italian website)

◼ Observed language practices may not match perceived/stated ones

◼ Some speakers/language activists may prefer ‘folk linguistics’ or purism 

to documentary evidence

❑ Documentation which demonstrates low vitality,  attrition, ‘decline’, 

variation and change may be unwelcome



Language Documentation – future? 



Documentation – future?

• diversity

• metadocumentation

• transdisciplinarity

• relationships with revitalisation

• beliefs and ideologies



Diversity

◼ of goals, contexts, people, data, corpora, outcomes

❑ move away from Noah’s Arc(hive) to more focused 

documentation, eg. ELDP 2012 grant list: bark cloth making, 

libation rituals, fishing practices, child language, interactive 

speech, and ethnobotany

❑ diverse inputs – field interviews, experiments and observations 

(traditionally the bread and butter of documentation and 

description) but also Youtube uploads, Twitter feeds, Facebook, 

blogs, email, chat, Skype, local pedagogy in revitalisation

❑ diverse outputs – books, papers and archive deposits (the bread 

and butter of 1990’s documentation) but also Youtube uploads, 

Twitter posts, Facebook, blogs, email, chat, Skype, local 

pedagogy in revitalisation, mobile apps, Kindle readers



Meta-documentation

• meta-documentation = documentation of language documentation 
models, processes and outcomes 

• the goals, methods and conditions (linguistic, social, physical, 
technical, historical, biographical) under which the data and analysis 
was produced

• meta-documentation should be as rich and appropriate as the 
documentary materials themselves, for:

• developing good ways of presenting and using language 
documentations

• future preservation of the outcomes of current documentation projects

• sustainability of field

• helping future researchers learn from the successes and failed 
experiments of those presently grappling with issues in language 
documentation (Austin 2010)

• documenting IP contributions and career trajectories (Conathan 2011)



Meta-documentation

• identity of stakeholders involved and their roles in the project

• attitudes of language consultants, both towards their languages and 

towards the documenter and documentation project

• relationships with consultants and community

• goals and methodology of researcher, including research methods 

and tools (see Lüpke 2010), corpus theorisation (Woodbury 2011), 

theoretical assumptions embedded in annotation (abbreviations, 

glosses), potential for revitalisation

• biography of the project, including background knowledge and 
experience of the researcher and main consultants (eg. how much 
fieldwork the researcher had done at the beginning of the project and 
under what conditions, what training the researcher and consultants 
had received)

• for funded projects, includes original grant application and any 
amendments, reports to the funder, email communications with the 
funder and/or any discussions with an archive



New genres

• Woodbury (2015) ‘Archives and audiences: Toward making 

endangered language documentations people can read, 

use, understand, and admire’:

“I urge documenters to take authorial control of their work, as they 

would if each archived collection were a book of language materials

❑ make a guide to your own documentary corpus

❑ include meta-documentation: describe the design of activities or 

projects from which the corpus arose, offer a theorization of the 

corpus (or several, from different perspectives), and describe the 

appraisal process used to select and assemble the corpus

❑ write narratives, logs, and journals

❑ think of your corpus as belonging to a genre.

To some extent, all this means documenters taking on some of the work 

traditionally done by archivists.”



www.elpublishing.org

A new free open access online venture launched in July 2015 

which:

◼ has the infrastructure of familiar models of publication 

(editorial board, peer assessment, etc.)

◼ publishes familiar outputs: LDD journal, books, multimedia, 

but without the limitations of traditional publishing, eg. 

length, hypertext

◼ provides a platform to encourage experiments in new 

genres of output, eg. “Language Contexts”

◼ will provide a space and an interface to move towards 

evaluations of these new outputs so that the underlying 

desire of the LSA statement might be realised



Transdisciplinarity

◼ Is language documentation a new sub-field of linguistics? 

(as per Himmelmann, Austin) or

◼ Is it a new transdisciplinary approach that: “must draw on 

concepts and techniques from linguistics, ethnography, 

psychology, computer science, recording arts and more” 

(Woodbury 2011), where “more” includes history, archiving, 

museum studies, project management, creative writing, 

social media, ornithology, biology (cf. PAW project at 

SOAS), political science, development studies?



Transdisciplinarity

• Siebert (2016) ‘Documentary linguistics: a language 

philology of the 20th century’:

“documentary linguistics’ focus on ‘direct representation of 

discourse’ requires a broader conceptualization of the field that moves 

beyond purely linguistic concerns. This article recasts documentary 

linguistics as a philology, broadly understood as the inquiry into ‘the 

multifaceted study of texts, languages, and the phenomenon of 

language itself’ … The reconceptualization of documentary linguistics 

described in this article opens documentary linguistics to non-core 

linguistic types of language documentation efforts and situates the 

documentary activities more broadly in the humanistic enterprise of 

communicating, discussing, studying, and understanding human 

achievements of other times and places.”



Documentation for revitalisation

• what would language documentation look like if it was done 

with a goal of producing outputs for revitalisation?

• different genres: conversation, not just narratives or rituals 

(Sugita, 2007; Amery, 2009), interactions (greetings, leave 

takings, ‘phatic communication’)

• ‘chunks’ of language, from fixed/formulaic expressions to 

whole discourses (eg. ‘Welcome to Country’)
• Dorian 1980 ‘semi-speaker’ – “a speaker of an endangered 

language who has a partial linguistic competence” but can sometimes 

appear ‘more competent’ because they can interact appropriately

• research suggests proficient language users know a large number of 

formulaic sequences (e.g. Fillmore, Kay, and O’Connor, 1988; Wray, 

2002), with Pawley and Syder (1983) suggesting that speakers know 

several hundred thousand of these sequences



From post-vernacular to revitalisation –

via documentation

⚫ Documentation needs to be accessible and useful

for revitalisation and teaching

⚫ e.g. conversation, child-directed language, functions

⚫ Documentation and theorisation of revitalisation

needs to be developed

⚫ and made accessible to activists and practitioners

⚫ More genuine collaboration is needed

⚫ including applied linguists

⚫ Community and disciplinary ideologies, and power 

relations, need to be explored and taken into account

⚫ See Leonard and De Korne 2016 issue of LDD



Conclusions

◼ Some researchers have presented language documentation as a return 

to the Boasian past while others see it as a new approach to the study 

of human language that pays better attention to data collection and 

analysis, and to communities, contexts and roles

◼ it appeared to be an opportunity to shift the socio-political academic 

balance between “fieldworkers” and “armchair linguists” (typologists, 

theoreticians) by providing a foundation (theory, best practices) for 

documentation, in contrast to language description

◼ Over the past 20 years, and especially the last 10 years, we have seen 

shifts in the goals, methods, foci and contexts of Language 

Documentation to make it more pluralistic, open, and socially 

networked and responsive

◼ However challenges remain, including encouraging new genres that 

bridge the output gap, more reflexivity, and better engagement with 

transdisciplinarity and the ethnography of our research and its contexts



Thank you!

I would like to acknowledge the input of Lise Dobrin, 

Anthony Jukes, Yan Marquis, David Nathan, Julia 

Sallabank, Candide Simard and other colleagues in 

discussions which informed the development of this 

presentation.

But address all criticisms to me!

Email: pa2@soas.ac.uk
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